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WIYAS Funding Corp. ABCP: R&I Assigns a-1

 Rating and Investment Information, Inc. (R&I), has assigned the following rating:

ISSUER:                WIYAS Funding Corp. (Tokyo Branch)
                       Asset-Backed Domestic Commercial Paper Program
ISSUE LIMIT:           30,000 million yen
UNDERLYING ASSETS:     Primarily sales receivables
PROGRAM TYPE:          Multi-seller
CREDIT ENHANCEMENT:   A 100% Backup Line serves as Credit Enhancement
RATING:                a-1
BACKUP LINE PROVIDER:  The Chiba Bank, Ltd.
BACKUP LINE:           100%

OUTLINE OF THE ISSUE AND THE ISSUER:
1) WIYAS Funding Corp. (WIYAS) is an SPC established in the Cayman Islands.
2) WIYAS's Tokyo Branch issues yen-denominated CP and uses the funds raised to purchase the
backing assets.
3) The funds collected from these backing assets are used to redeem the CP, but in the event of a
shortfall of redemption funds The Chiba Bank, Ltd., will provide a backup line.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:
 R&I has assigned a CP rating of a-1 to this ABCP program based on the following

considerations:
1) There is a 100% Backup Line Agreement, which also serves as Credit Enhancement

 Chiba Bank provides full support to WIYAS's Tokyo Branch in the form of a backup line
agreement. The reasons for which Chiba Bank can refuse to provide funds under this backup line
are limited to WIYAS's bankruptcy or an order to cease business by the promissory note exchange.
In the event of a shortfall in funds to redeem the CP due to default of either the assets backing the
CP or the seller, WIYAS's Tokyo Branch may borrow sufficient funds from Chiba Bank to redeem
the CP under this backup line agreement.
2) The High Bankruptcy Remoteness of the SPC.

 There is little possibility that WIYAS will go bankrupt for any reason other than default of the
CP.

OUTLINE OF THE STRUCTURE:
1) At the time of issuance of the CP:
- WIYAS's Tokyo Branch purchases from the seller sales receivables and other claims in the
possession of the seller.
- WIYAS's Tokyo Branch issues CP in the Japanese market, and uses the funds thus raised to pay
for the sales receivables and other claims.
2) At the time of maturity of the CP:
- The CP is redeemed using funds transferred to WIYAS's Tokyo Branch by the seller in the form of
the funds from recovery of the sales receivables and other claims.
3) In the event of default by the seller or the original debtors:
- If it becomes impossible to recover the sales receivables or other claims in the event of default by
the seller or the original debtors, Chiba Bank provides a 100% backup line.
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KEY RATING CONSIDERATIONS
1) The Backup Line
a) There is an adequate backup line

 WIYAS's Tokyo Branch has a 30 billion yen backup line which also serves as credit
enhancement. In the event of a shortfall in funds to redeem the CP due, for example, to default of
the original debtors or the seller, WIYAS's Tokyo Branch may borrow sufficient funds from Chiba
Bank to redeem the CP under this backup line agreement.
b) The creditworthiness of the Backup Line Provider

 Chiba Bank has a preliminary long-term debt rating of A+.
c) Limitations on refusal events

 Unless WIYAS halts payments, applies for bankruptcy, commences composition procedures,
commences reconstruction procedures, or initiates special liquidation procedures, Chiba Bank
cannot refuse to provide a loan under this backup line agreement. For WIYAS, given its high
bankruptcy remoteness, it is hard to imagine any reason for the backup line provider to refuse to
supply the loan other than the backup line provider's own bankruptcy.

2) The Bankruptcy Remoteness of the Issuer
 R&I has established that there is a low probability that WIYAS will file for bankruptcy for any

reason other than default of the CP, for the following reasons:
a) WIYAS is an SPC established in the Cayman Islands. Its entire common voting stock is held by
QSPV Ltd. as the trust assets of a charitable trust. As a result, the capital relationship with the
seller, the backup line provider, the CP dealers, and other related entities is severed.
b) WIYAS's directors are dispatched by QSPV Ltd. As a result, the personnel relationship with the
seller and the backup line provider is severed.
c) Neither WIYAS itself, the seller, Chiba Bank as the backup line provider, The Toyo Trust and
Banking Co., Ltd., as the trustee of the Tokyo Branch, nor the CP dealers or other related entities
may file for the bankruptcy of WIYAS.
d) WIYAS's operations are limited to CP issuance and the business related to the trust contract.


